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WELCOME TO THE IMAGE 
FESTIVAL ROTTERDAM

Open up your eyes, enter the Image Festival. Meet and greet  
dedicated producers of images, movies, animations, graphic 
design and many more. This year the Image Festival will take place 
from 15 until 31 October in the centre of Rotterdam. The festival’s 
theme is ‘Image & Music’. Be amazed by unimaginable cross-overs 
and co-creations. Learn about the hows, the whys and what they 
can do for you. Get updated on what is going on in the professional 
world of imagery. Visit the exhibitionairy Image Festival ‘Around 
Town’ with works of some of the greatest image artists. Get image 
inspired, get image nourished, get image entertained, get image 
festivalled.

The Image Festival collaborates with media institutes, educational 
centers and with creative and cultural networks and aims to stimulate 
the relationships and co-operation between these institutes.  
Finally we include initiatives and festivals in the field, both from  
the Netherlands and abroad. A festival like this, offering selections 
spanning a wide variety of the image couldn’t have been made 
possible without the help and efforts of many colleagues, volunteers 
and especially the OBR, Willem de Kooning Academy Rotterdam 
University, the Rotterdam Media Commission and our counsel.

Be sure to catch some of our highlights during the festival like the 
exhibitions, screenings and keynotes in the Cinerama, the huge  
3D mapping at the Unie, the mixed media exhibition at Roodkapje 
and off course the parties we set up for you! 

Theo Seesing & Jef Pfaff



> THURSDAY 28 OCT /  11:00 - 18:00 HRS

02. GOETHE-INSTITUTE
WESTERSINGEL 9

DIGITAL FOLKLORE WORKSHOP

During this one day workshop, artist-in-residence Olia Lialina and 
the MODDR_ labs of WORM will introduce you to various forms  
of digital folklore, from screen designs to hardware hacks: media 
that do not conform to the slick image of electronic high tech, and 
reveal interesting artistic qualities in their seeming bad taste and 
kitsch. Participants will be invited to build, break and broadcast the 
digital folklore of their own choice.
In collaboration with the Master programme Media Design and 
Communication: Networked Media and the research programme 
Communication in a Digital Age of the Piet Zwart Institute, Willem 
de Kooning Academy Rotterdam University. Number of participants 
is limited, so please register via e-mail: l.j.drost-robbins@hro.nl.

www.goethe.de/ins/nl/ams/deindex.htm
www.wdka.nl

> THURSDAY 28 OCT & FRIDAY 29 OCT / 13:00 - 14:30 HRS

01. MACHOUSE
STATIONSPLEIN 48

DIGITAL WORKSHOPS

LOGIC STUDIO BY MARTIJN DE LA HAYE
Logic Studio is a complete set of professional applications that  
lets you write, record, edit, mix, and perform. It’s also the largest 
collection of modeled instruments, sampler instruments, effect 
plug-ins, and audio loops ever put in a single box. Martijn works with 
and for some impressive names such as ID&Q, Demia, Dicky Curtis 
and The Joy Supreme. With Martijn’s experience and knowledge 
throughout the years, this special iLearn workshop will be a ‘must’ 
for the ones who are willing to dive into the world of Logic Studio.

DIGITAL ART BY ALEX CONSTANTIN AKA JOHN MARIMOTO
Alex’s most precious works are his personal art projects, which he 
calls the ‘G1 Dimensions’. These are his own creative perspectives to 
the world, which are made in both digital and traditional productions. 
During the iLearn Alex will discuss his digital art through his own 
perspective by using the Mac, some corresponding software and tools. 

Number of participants is limited, so please register via e-mail: 
ilearn010@machouse.nl, more information at www.machouse.nl.



03. ROODKAPJE
MEENT 119-133

RON VAN DER ENDE: FORESHORTENED SPACE
Ron van der Ende is a Rotterdam based sculptor. He specializes in 
wall mounted bas-reliefs constructed from found wood. The original 
color and texture of the wood is utilized to form a sometimes  
photorealistic mosaic. The realism is further enhanced by the 
perspective built into the relief. Van der Ende uses his method  
to conjure up dark industrial and space age imagery.

www.ronvanderende.nl 

TAPELOUNGE / MARTIN ROEDOLF
Martin will have his design ‘tapedeck table’, playing music from old 
original cassette tapes, screen his visuals and invite several deejay 
friends who will be mixing from their own home made tapes. Bring 
your old cassette tapes and join the mix! Have a beer, sit back, 
browse some magazines and enjoy the best veggie burgers in town. 

www.martinroedolf.nl

THE LORD OF THE LOGOS / CHRISTOPHE SZPAJDEL
Christophe Szpajdel, born 1970 in Gembloux, Belgium started 
drawing when he was just three years old. Already in his early years, 
fascinated by both nature and the dark side of this world, he forged 
his vocation in art. Szpajdel began designing logos for metal bands 
in the nineties, and thousands of logos later: the artwork of  
Christophe Szpajdel stands out among the rest.

www.myspace.com/szpajdelserbiastreetteam



LOGOLABEXPO / STUDENTS OF THE WDKA
Last September, a group of 50 Willem de Kooning Academy students 
started a project in which they had to come up with a guerrilla  
advertising campaign for the Image Festival. The image and 
artwork had to be based on the words derived from the abbreviation 
I.M.G. The outcome of the project is shown at Roodkapje.

www.wdka.nl

O.K. FESTIVAL / MUSIC MAGAZINES
O.K. Festival initiators Joost van der Steen and William van Giessen 
collated a sub - exhibition of their own independent magazine - 
exhibition. In Roodkapje they focus on just one aspect of the trade: 
the music magazine. In collaboration with O.K. Festival we invited 
the British music magazine designer Jeremy Leslie to be one of the 
keynote speakers at the Image Festival.

LAUNCH O.K. PERIODICALS #5
‘O.K. Periodicals’ is an independent magazine published twice a 
year by O.K. Parking. Each edition has a different theme and offers 
a stage for established and upcoming creative talent. 
On 30 October we will launch the fifth issue of ‘O.K. Periodicals’, 
accompanied by O.K. Parking. This new issue is promised to be 
another one with lots of new work from young creative talents!

www.ok-periodicals.com

> THURSDAY 28 OCT - SATURDAY 30 OCT / 12.00 - 20.00 HRS
> LAUNCH SATURDAY 30 OCT / 19:00 HRS



04. DE UNIE
MAURITSWEG 34-35

NOORDERLICHT INVITES  
LOWRIDERS COLLECTIVE

On Thursday 28 till Saturday 30 October De Unie will be transformed 
into a kaleidoscope-like temple of light and sound: 3D Mapping 
by David Louf/ Outoforder, the Fenno Werkmanshow - The First 
Hundred Years of Music Video Clips, screenings of OneDotZero and 
Motionographer and on Friday 29 October Noorderlicht puts on the 
programme they and Lowriders have composed especially for the 
Image Festival. Based on music in which visuals are important if 
not essential. Get ready to immerse yourself  in a sea of interactive 
light installations and wild yet danceble music.

Marco Broeders and Erik Ruttgers of Noorderlicht will present  
analogue projections using large rotating slides from their own  
lab. Joris Strijbos, one of the driving forces behind ‘Macular’, is a 
Rotterdam based artist who works in the field of expanded or live 
cinema. De Oplichters use old or self-made and adapted video 
equipment for their performances. They make compositions  
in real-time in which they use cameras, video mixers, screens, 
overhead projectors, lasers, lamps, paper, insects, musical  
instruments and more. 

www.myspace.com/noorderlicht010
www.co2ro.nl 
www.jorisstrijbos.nl



David Louf is part of the multidisciplinary artistic duo Out of Order 
and works as a graphic designer and video artist. He will create  
for three days in a row a splendid fusing of image and sound at  
De Unie, creating a live soundscape by video mapping.

www.outoforder.nl

Slugabed is a British producer and deejay whose work balances 
between dubstep and hip-hop. His mix of G-funk, sexy sci-fi electro, 
boombap and hip-hop creates a new kind of explosive energy. 
It will be a great party, full of energy and smiles from ear to ear. 
Those familiar with the Lowriders’ parties know they can expect  
a thrilling mix of all contemporary music styles, with energy and 
celebration being key. Expect styles like UK funky, garage, boogie, 
skweee, hip-hop, beats, dubstep and grime all fused into an 
explosive whole. The Lowriders dj team will consist of Ruwedata, 
SIMcommander, Coco Bryce, Off Hand and Halp, who will make  
his debut here.

www.lowriderscollective.com
www.myspace.com/slugabedmusic

THE FENNO WERKMAN SHOW - 100 YEARS OF VIDEO CLIPS
> THURSDAY 28 OCT / 20:30 - 22:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: € 5,00
NOORDERLICHT INVITES LOWRIDERS COLLECTIVE
> FRIDAY 29 OCT / 22:00 - 02:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: € 10,00
ONEDOTZERO & MOTIONOGRAPHER
> SATURDAY 30 OCT / 20:30 - 22:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: € 5,00



> FRIDAY 22 OCT - SUNDAY 31 OCT / OPENING HOURS

05. VELVET
OUDE BINNENWEG 121A

WINDOW EXHIBITION

At the Velvet Music Store, one of the best record stores in Rotterdam, 
we will show a selection of tribute record sleeves made by numerous 
artists as homage to their favorite song or album. Later this year 
the prestigious book project ‘140 Hits in Art’ of Klaas Wijnberg will 
be published. As a prequel to this book of 140 artists who pictured 
their favored music piece we selected our darlings and will be 
displaying them at the Velvet window.
As you might know the record sleeve is on it’s way back. Who wants  
a cd sleeve if you can have the full size version? Artists like Zeptonn,  
Wouter Tulp, Hedof, Shamrock, Ottograph, Sauerkids and Johan 
Weggis have contributed to this coffee table book of 31x31 cm, the 
real size of the original record sleeve.

www.hedof.nl
www.sauerkids.com
www.shamrocking.com
www.dstruct.nl
www.dezigner.nl/140



> FRIDAY 22 OCT - SUNDAY 31 OCT / 12:00 - 02:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: FREE* OR €4,00

06. ROTOWN
NIEUWE BINNENWEG 19

THE FANTASTIC FOUR

Thanks to the Dutch Foundation for Visual Arts, Design and 
Architecture (Fonds BKVB), we will show The Fantastic Four of 
the Dutch comic scene: Peter Pontiac, Typex, Erik Kriek & Pieter 
M. Dorrenboom. Each one of them has a mile long track record in 
music related art. A small selection of their gigantic oeuvre can 
be found during the festival at Rotown, a popular bar and music 
venue on the Nieuwe Binnenweg. Also on Thursday 28, Friday 29 
and Saturday 30 October: deejay-programme from 23:00 hrs.

ENTRANCE*
Exhibition is free of entrance except during deejay-programmes:
Friday 29 October / 23:00 hrs / Helter Skelter // hosted by St Paul 
Saturday 30 October / 23:00 hrs / Weekender

www.rotown.nl
www.fondsbkvb.nl
www.peterpontiac.nl
www.xs4all.nl/~gutsman
www.lambiek.net/artists/t/typex.htm
www.brush-a-gogo.com



> THURSDAY 28 OCT - SATURDAY 30 OCT / 12:00 - 17:00 HRS
> FINAL RESULT SUNDAY 31 OCT / 13:00 HRS

07. CBK
NIEUWE BINNENWEG 75

THISPLACEMENT

Baschz and Selfcontrolfreak will be working in and from CBK 
Rotterdam on a new crowdsourcing project, a short-time running 
follow-up to their famous Masterpiece 2.0. And you can take part 
in it again too!
On Saturday 23 October and Sunday 24 October, from 14:00 to 
16:00 hrs, everybody is invited to CBK to come by and donate  
a personal object which will be used by the artists and becomes  
a permanent part of their new work.
You can follow them at work in their improvised studio from Thursday 
28 October to Saturday 30 October from 12:00 to 17:00 hrs.  
The final result will be presented on Sunday 31 October, at 13:00 hrs. 
Furthermore their Masterpiece 2.0 will be shown on Friday 29 October 
at the Cinerama and at De Aanschouw.

www.cbk.rotterdam.nl
www.masterpiece20.com
www.selfcontrolfreak.com
www.baschz.com



> FRIDAY 22 OCT - SUNDAY 31 OCT / OPENING HOURS

08. DEMONFUZZ
NIEUWE BINNENWEG 86

WINDOW EXHIBITION

HOMAGE TO MICHEL LAGUENS
Michel Laguens (France 1940) photographed the great and famous, 
like Jacques Brel, Brigitte Bardot, Salvador Dali, Jean-Paul Sartre 
and Orson Welles.
Laguens’ some what static portraits of his models evolved from the 
sixties to the ‘sexy girls’ in the eighties, Hamilton, king of the blur, 
like, evocative but never vulgar. 
He became world famous for his record sleeves but his semi-bare 
suggestive cute eroticism blonde and dark models sadly remained 
anonymous. One should worthily celebrate Laguens and pay  
tribute these girls by a retrospective at the Photo Museum and  
a beautiful Taschen catalog. But till that time, we now have his 
homage at Demonfuzz.

www.demonfuzz.com



> SATURDAY 30 OCT - SATURDAY 27 NOV / OPENING HOURS
> OPENING 30 OCT / 18:00 - 21:00 HRS

09. MWAH
NIEUWE BINNENWEG 444B

INTRODUCTION TOYTYPE BY ENCHILADA

Enchilada is a Rotterdam and Amsterdam based design company. 
Mark, Paul, Taco and Jan Willem offer you a chili peppered  
look into illustration, graphic design and communication.  
With their exhibition at Mwah they give birth to their sideproject  
in experimental typography: Toytype. The exhibition’s theme will  
be Fakebook Fame Inversion. Let’s get (in)famous at Mwah!

www.mwah.nl
www.enchilada.nl



MUST SEE 15 OCT 18 OCT 22 OCT 25 OCT 28 OCT 29 OCT 30 OCT 31 OCT

01. MACHOUSE
WORKSHOPS
> 13:00-14:30 HRS

WORKSHOPS
> 13:00-14:30 HRS

02. GOETHE-INSTITUTE
WORKSHOP
> 11:00 - 18:00 HRS

03. ROODKAPJE
.IMG PARTY 
> 19:00 HRS

04. DE UNIE
BNO ROMEO DELTA
> 20:30 HRS

OUTOFORDER
> 19:00 - 23:00 HRS

.IMG PARTY 
> 22:00 - 02:00 HRS

OUTOFORDER
> 19:00 - 23:00 HRS

05. VELVET

06. ROTOWN

07. CBK
THISPLACEMENT 
> 12:00 - 17:00 HRS

THISPLACEMENT 
> 12:00 - 17:00 HRS

FINAL RESULT 
> 13:00 HRS

08. DEMONFUZZ

09. MWAH
OPENING 
> 18:00 - 21:00 HRS

> 27 NOV

10. BOB SMIT GALLERY
OPENING
> 15:00 & 19:00 HRS

> 28 NOV

11. V2_
ARTVERTISOR
> 13:00 & 15:00 HRS

ARTVERTISOR
> 11:00 & 13:00 HRS

12. CINERAMA
KEYNOTES
> 10:00 - 16:30 HRS

KEYNOTES
> 10:00 - 16:30 HRS

13. BLAAK10 GALLERY
OPENING 
> 19:00 - 21:00 HRS

CLOSING DRINKS 
> 17:00 - 19:00 HRS

14. DE AANSCHOUW
BOUNCIN’ BUDDY
> 20:30 HRS

MASTERPIECE 2.0
> 20:30 HRS

> 5 NOV

15. KUNSTHAL
.IMG PARTY 
> 17:00 - 19:00 HRS

16. V!P’S GALLERY
OPENING 
> 20:00 HRS

EVENING OPEN
> 12:00 - 23: 00 HRS

CLOSING DRINKS 
> 17:00 - 19:00 HRS

The programme is subject to collection. We reserve the right to make adjustments  to the programme due to cancellation or other unforeseeable circumstances.



> SATURDAY 30 OCT - SUNDAY 28 NOV / 12:30 - 19:00 HRS
> OPENING 30 OCT / 15:00 HRS

10. BOB SMIT GALLERY
EENDRACHTSPLEIN 16

ROB VAN DER HOEVEN & BIRGIT VERWER

Although Rob van der Hoeven uses the occasional cliché, he does 
it in such an ironic and ingenious way that the view he presents is 
both palatable and unfamiliar. Rob’s works, pressed from molds in  
polystyrene, are almost iconic through their use of just a few colors per  
work and the translation of ideas into simple, cartoon-like, images. 
His socially critical works mostly express the complexity of our society 
in which the relation between offender and victim can be unclear. 
His images are presented in bite-size pieces with just one message 
per work, reinforced by a text.
Birgit Verwer’s impressive and exuberant sculptures are assembled
from found and collected materials and have a socially critical 
aspect to them. The glamorous decors of eighties game shows are 
mainly what inspires her. On closer examination, these decors were 
not at all as glamorous as they appeared to be: they were merely 
facades in which nothing was what it seemed to be and in which life 
was presented as a game. 

www.robvanderhoeven.nl
www.birgitverwer.com
www.bobsmit.com



> FRIDAY 29 OCT / 13:00 & 15:00 HRS
> SATURDAY 30 OCT / 11:00 & 13:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: € 5,00

11. V2_ / INSTITUTE FOR  
THE UNSTABLE MEDIA
EENDRACHTSSTRAAT 10

ARTVERTISER WALKS

Artists Julian Oliver and Damian Stewart will lead special walks 
through central Rotterdam. With the aid of their augmented-reality 
tool The Artvertiser, the artists will introduce participants to a city  
in which billboards have been replaced by artworks.
The Artvertiser is a special pair of binoculars that replaces street 
advertising with artworks using augmented reality technology. 
Take a walk with The Artvertiser and you’ll find yourself surrounded 
by artworks where unsuspecting passersby see only ads. With this 
project, Julian Oliver and Damian Stewart take back the street from 
the businesses that dominate public space with their commercial 
messages, making it available for art.
Besides leading the walks, Julian Oliver will also speak on Friday  
29 October at the Cinerama cinema. The Artvertiser Walks will start 
with an introduction by Julian Oliver at V2_. 
Number of participants is limited, so please register via e-mail: 
reservations@v2.nl. The walks will take about one hour.



12. CINERAMA
WESTBLAAK 18

KEYNOTES, EXHIBITIONS & MOVIES

At the Cinerama movie theatre we set up exhibitions by several  
artists, screenings and two days of keynotes and presentations.  
Hotelrooms, plane- and train tickets have been booked, but the 
keynote programme is still in the making so we can only give you  
the must see now - watch our website where we will get you updated. 

Daypasses €30,00 All Area Pass €70,00 at  
www.image-festival.com/visitor-info/tickets/

28 OCTOBER
Daniel Cohen _ We Want More, star photographer of the musicscene /  
Sander van Bussel _ the Relic Sideshow / Michel Casarramona _ 
Swiss poster designer / Studio Frontaal _ concert posters of the 
Vera Club / Jan Vollaard _ Art and recordsleeves / De Fenno  
Werkman Show _ 100 years of music video clips / Rufus Ketting _ 
The Flyer is Dead / Letman _ Typography and More / Easy Aloha’s _ 
Holes and Blanks in Music

29 OCTOBER
Triangle Studios _ the new Music app / Julian Oliver _ Artvertisor / 
Lalala Music & Enchilada _ Design and Music / Tomato _ Underworld / 
O.K. Parking _ Independent Music Magazines / Jeremy Leslie _ Music 
Magazine maker / Pictoplasma _ The World of Characters from 
Berlin / Watch that Sound



as an outlet for their non-client based work. Their character based 
art has been shown in several exhibitions, art projects and various 
magazines & books (Pictoplasma Encyclopaedia, Latex for Fun,  
Hi-Fructose magazine, IDN Magazine). They‘ve been accused  
of ‘being on medication’ or ‘sick’ (in a good way), but in the end 
their work is probably best described as a combination of innocent  
childhood imagery and the mental confusion of everyday life. 

www.sauerkids.com

CONTENT FOR URBAN SCREENS
City Media is a new digital network made up of websites and large 
screens in public spaces. City Media presents local and international  
news & special reports in a 21st-century style: short, impactive  
and visually appealing. Apart from the latest news, City Media also 
covers all major developments in the fields of sport, business,  
entertainment, fashion, art and architecture. The daily programming 
runs from 06:00 to 01:00 hrs in a variety of locations. In the last 
two years City Media commissioned hundreds of animations and 
movie clips. On 3 screens we will show their ‘best-of’.

www.citymediarotterdam.nl

POSTERS BY MICHEL CASARRAMONA
An exhibition with the works of Swiss graphic designer Michel 
Casarramona. He has designed posters and other artwork for music 
venues and bands and is known for his fantastic use of caricature, 
custom typography and color in his silkscreen posters. Casarramona 
is also one of the guest speakers at the festival where he will show his 
sketches and personal inspirations.
All of Casarramona’s illustrations are handdrawn with pencil and/or  
brush. His influences are the art and graphic design of the last 
century, which explains the retro-inspired look and feel of his work. 
Casarramona works on commission for The New Yorker, Blue Q 
and Albin snowboards. 

www.casarramona.ch 

THE RELIC SIDESHOW / IF YOU BELIEVE IN ROCK AND ROLL...
The Relic Sideshow is a travelling exhibition of pop-relics by artist 
Sander van Bussel. 
Van Bussel (1970) works as an artist/ designer. Recent projects are 
‘Ambassade van het Hoofdhanglied’, a way to collect and remove 
songs that stick in your head, ‘Het Sterkste Verhaal van Nederland’ 
a competition in telling strong stories and ‘Book To Be’ publishing 
books that still have to be written. Last two are projects of Tilburg 
CowBoys, a collective of three of which Van Bussel is co-founder and 
member that initiates and realizes different art projects since 2001.

www.sandervanbussel.nl

SAUERKIDS ON DISPLAY
Sauerkids is Mark Moget and Taco Sipma, an artist duo based in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Besides their current day jobs as 
graphic designers, they started the label Sauerkids on the side  

EXHIBITIONS
> MONDAY 25 OCT - SUNDAY 31 OCT / 12:00 - 22:00 HRS

KEYNOTES 
> THURSDAY 28 OCT & FRIDAY 29 OCT / 10:00 - 16:30 HRS
> DAYPASSES €30,00 ALL AREA PASS €70,00
> WWW.IMAGE-FESTIVAL.COM/VISITOR-INFO/TICKETS/



> OPENING FRIDAY 22 OCT / 19:00 - 21:00 HRS
> TUESDAY - FRIDAY / 11:00 - 18:00 HRS
> SATURDAY - SUNDAY  / 12:00 - 18:00 HRS
> CLOSING DRINKS SUNDAY 31 OCT  / 15:00 - 17:00 HRS

13. BLAAK10 GALLERY
WITTE DE WITHSTRAAT 7A

MELLE ERNEST HANS

Melle de Boer, Ernest Utermark and Hans Kievit graduated as  
illustrators at Willem de Kooning Academy Rotterdam University in 
the mid-nineties. They are exhibiting together at BLAAK10 during 
the Image Festival. Their recent projects will be exhibited on the 
ground floor and in the basement you’ll find a selection of works  
on the festival’s theme ‘Image & Music’. Cosy Sunday Afternoon  
on Sunday 31 October. 

www.mowingclub.com  
www.hanskievit.nl
www.blaak10.nl
www.wdka.nl



> FRIDAY 15 OCT - FRIDAY 22 OCT / 20:30 HRS
> FRIDAY 29 OCT - FRIDAY 05 NOV / 20:30 HRS

14. DE AANSCHOUW GALLERY
WITTE DE WITHSTRAAT 80A

BOUNCIN’ BUDDY & MASTERPIECE 2.0

Art gallery De Aanschouw might be the smallest gallery in the world.  
With it’s size it can contain only one piece of art. De Aanschouw is  
a former show-window which is attached to the exterior of the world 
famous bar de Schouw that displays art 24/7 to a wide range of  
audience. Since 2001, almost 500 national and international artists 
have shown their works at De Aanschouw.
Friday 15 October to Friday 22 October we start with ‘Bouncin’  
Buddy’: an animation from 1929 by Raoul Deleo Sr. And from  
Friday 29 October we will show Baschz Leeft and Olvier Otten’s 
Masterpiece 2.0.

www.rufus.tv
www.masterpiece20.com
www.aanschouw.nl



> FRIDAY 29 OCT / 17:00 HRS
> PERFORMANCE: 18:00 - 19:00 HRS
> ENTRANCE: € 7,50

15. KUNSTHAL
WESTZEEDIJK 341

THE GIVING GARDEN / ART & DRINKS

A performance inspired by the work of Edvard Munch and his power 
to touch the human emotions. The Kunsthal presents for the first 
time in collaboration with WORM and the Image Festival a live 
happening: an after work event with art and drinks. Join this (over)
active happening and visit the exhibition of Munch for only € 7,50.  
Including a performance by Abner Preis & WORM. The first 30 visitors 
with all area passes will be free of entrance, a unique chance! 

WITH
Abner Preis / the dogs of shame / Maartje Dijkstra (Fashion) /
Hajo Doorn _ WORM / Christoph Lambert (CH) / Niels Post /  
Nina Boas / Marieke Haandrikman / Elma Plaisier / DJ Toby boy 
genius / Ado Jahic / Giuseppe Licari

www.worm.org
www.kunsthal.nl



16. V!P’S GALLERY
VAN VOLLENHOVENSTRAAT 15

MICHEL LINSSEN / FIFTY!

Michel Linssen (The Hague, 1960) started his career as a rock 
photographer in the early eighties. He worked for several Dutch 
magazines. His photos were published on the covers of Jan Douwe 
Kroeske’s ‘2 Meter Sessies’ and on almost all the CD covers for 
Hallo Venray. During a 2 Meter Radio Session in 1992 he made 
photos of Kurt Cobain. Photos from this series became famous 
worldwide and were published on numerous magazine covers in 
the USA and the UK.
Michel Linssen lives and works in Rotterdam and will celebrate  
his fiftieth birthday on 15 October at V!P’s Gallery Rotterdam.  
This birthday party is also the opening reception of FIFTY!, a photo 
exhibition with fifty black and white photos of Madonna, the Red  
Hot Chili Peppers, Johnny Cash, Herman Brood, Bruce Springsteen,  
Kurt Cobain, Anouk, Johnny Rotten and many more. On both days, 
Friday 15 and Saturday 30 October the artist will be present.

www.vipsart.nl

> FRIDAY 15 OCT - SATURDAY 30 OCT / 12:00 - 18:00 HRS
> OPENING FRIDAY 15 OCT / 20:00 HRS
> FRIDAY 29 OCT / 12:00 - 23: 00 HRS
> CLOSING DRINKS SATURDAY 30 OCT / 17:00 - 19:00 HRS
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Wie hier onderneemt of zich vestigt, wordt gezien als een collega die een 
welkome bijdrage levert aan ‘n kleurrijk, gevarieerd aanbod. In de stad zijn 

een groot aantal verzamelpanden voor creatieve ondernemers en actieve 
netwerken. Rotterdam ondersteunt nieuwe initiatieven en is daar trots op.

CREATIVITYSTARTSHERE.NL

staat open voor creatieve geesten



COLOFON

CREATIVE DIRECTOR / CURATOR
Theo Seesing

MARKETING / COMMUNICATION
Jef Pfaff

PROJECT OFFICE
Britte Sloothaak _ Project Manager / Daniel Plazier _ Digital & Social 
Media / Chris Alting Siberg _ Communication / Eline Kunz _ Production 
Manager / Diane Roos _ Volunteer Manager / Enchilada _ Identity 
design / Webbster _ Website / Ruby Vrolijk _ Press / Mwah _ Short copy 
& Editing / Contactus _ Studio / Eveline de Vries

COUNSEL
Tanja Myra Koning / Gideon Karting / Minke Weeda / Junior van 
der Stel / Mark Moget / Luuk Bode / Bill Eastweather / Leon van 
Rooij / Richard E. Ouwerkerk / Johan Weggis / Gert Jan Pos / Roos 
Giethoorn / I-serve / Ernest Utermark / Désirée Castillo Gosker / JMR

The Image Festival was made possible by the support and effort of enthusiastic interns, 
volunteers,  professionals, colleagues and friends, thanks again!
Logolab / Cover design: Raoul Deleo



Zaken  doen  in  en  met  creatief  USA?
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